ABSTRACT. In this paper we obtain some results about general conformal iterated function systems. We obtain a simple characterization of the packing dimension of the limit set of such systems and introduce some special systems which exhibit some interesting behavior. We then apply these results to the set of values of real continued fractions with restricted entries. We p a y special attention to the Hausdor and packing measures of these sets. We also give direct interpretations of these measure theoretic results in terms of the arithmetic density properties of the set of allowed entries.
. . . where each partial denominator b i is an element of I. We concern ourselves here with the geometric measure theoretic properties of the set J = J I . In particular, we are interested in the Hausdor , packing, and box dimension of J and corresponding measures. It is easy to see (comp. MU], Section 6) that J is the limit set of the conformal iterated function system generated by the maps b (x) = 1 =(b + x), b 2 I. Our investigations of J are based on this representation. We call the family S = f b : b 2 Ig a continued fraction system and I the base for the continued fraction system. The paper is organized as follows. Later in this section we recall from MU] some major features of general conformal iterated function systems. In section 2, we present some new results for general conformal iterated function systems. In particular, we introduce the absolutely regular systems which naturally occur among the continued fraction systems. For regular systems, we obtain some useful necessary and su cient conditions for the Hausdor measure of the limit set J to be positive and also necessary and su cient conditions for the packing measure to be nite where the dimension parameter for both of these is the Hausdor dimension of the limit set J. We a l s o g i v e a simple and useful characterization of the packing dimension of the limit set in terms of the Hausdor dimension of J and the box counting dimension of the set of rst iterates of a point in the limit set, J. In section 4, we apply these results to continued fraction systems. It turns out that when these characterizations are applied to a continued fraction system, these results have direct interpretations in terms of some arithmetic density properties of the set I. So, in section 3, we discuss some of these density notions. Some of these notions do not seem to have been discussed before. Again, in section 4, we give the relationship between these density properties and Hausdor measure and dimension. In section 5, we give the corresponding properties for packing measure and dimension. In section 6, we examine some particular continued fraction systems. The results of this paper include a detailed analysis of those continued fraction systems when the index set I is an arithmetic progression, the set of powers of a given integer, the set of all integers raised to a given exponent, and the set of prime numbers. Finally, w e end the paper with some problems which remain unsolved.
Many papers have been written on estimating or determining the Hausdor dimension of particular sets of continued fractions. The most detailed work has concerned the case where the index set I is nite. We mention here the papers of T.J. Cusick Cu], I.J. Good Go] , and D. Hensley He] . However, none of these papers have dealt with the ner geometry of these sets, e.g., whether the Hausdor measure in the dimension is positive o r nite, but have mainly concentrated on other interesting aspects of these nite systems.
Also, none of these papers have dealt with the corresponding properties of the packing measure. It is after all a relatively new concept introduced independently by D. Sullivan and C. Tricot in the 1980's. We shall be using several theorems concerning packing measures as presented in Mattila's book Ma] . If the index set I is nite, then both the Hausdor and packing measures are positive and nite and each is up to a multiplicative constant the conformal measure corresponding to the system. Here we concentrate on new phenomena which occur when the index set I is in nite. In this paper, we demonstrate that there are many continued fraction systems where the Hausdor measure is trivial but the packing measure is, geometrically speaking, the correct measure or conversely. We a l s o provide examples for which none of these measures is nontrivial.
We now recall the setting and some of the results developed in MU] which will be used in this paper. Let X be a nonempty compact subset of a Euclidean space R d . Let I be a countable index set with at least two elements and let S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig be a collection of injective contractions from X into X for which there exists 0 < s < 1 such that ( i (x) i (y)) s (x y) f o r every i 2 I and for every pair of points x y 2 X. Thus, the system S is uniformly contractive. Any such collection S of contractions is called an iterated function system. We are particularly interested in the properties of the limit set de ned by such a system. We can de ne this set as the image of the coding space under a coding map as follows. Let I = S n 1 I n , the space of nite words, and for ! 2 I n , n 1, let ! = ! 1 ! 2 ! n . If ! 2 I I 1 and n 1 does not exceed the length of !, we denote by !j n the word ! 1 ! 2 : : : ! n . Since given ! 2 I 1 , t h e diameters of the compact sets !j n (X), n 1, converge to zero and since they form a descending family, t h e set 1 \ n=0 !j n (X) is a singleton and therefore, denoting its only element by (!), de nes the coding map : I 1 ! X. The main object of our interest will be the limit set
Observe that J satis es the natural invariance equality, J = S i2I i (J). Notice that if I is nite, then J is compact. However, our main interest centers on systems S which are in nite. Some of the essential properties of J depend upon an object which appears only when I is in nite. Let X(1), the "asymptotic boundary," be the set of limit points of all sequences i (X), i 2 I 0 , where I 0 ranges over all in nite subsets of I. The geometric behavior of the system at X(1) directly a ects the geometric properties of the limit set J. For an in nite continued fraction system the only element of X(1) i s 0.
An iterated function system S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig, is said to satisfy the Open Set Condition (abbreviated (OSC)) if there exists a nonempty o p e n s e t U X (in the topology of X) such that i (U) U for every i 2 I and i (U) \ j (U) = for every pair i j 2 I, i 6 = j. An iterated function system S satisfying OSC, is said to be conformal (c.i.f.s.) if the following conditions are satis ed.
(a) X is a compact connected subset of a Euclidean space R d and U = I n t R d(X). To check the bounded distortion property, we note that if ! = (b 1 : : : b n ) then 0 ! (x) = (;1) n =(q n + xq n;1 ) 2 : Thus, j 0 ! (y)j 4j 0 ! (x)j for every pair of points x y 2 X: So, we may take the distortion constant K as close to 4 as we like by adjusting the open interval V. There is one small point about these continued fraction systems. If 1 2 I, then the system is not uniformly contractive, since 0 1 (0) = ;1: However, this is not a real problem, since the system of second level maps, f b 1 b 2 : b 1 b 2 2 Ig has the same limit set and is uniformly contractive.
As was demonstrated in MU], conformal iterated function systems naturally break into two main classes, irregular and regular. This dichotomy can be determined from either the existence of a zero of a natural pressure function or, equivalently, the existence of a conformal measure. The topological pressure function, P is de ned as follows. For every integer n 1 de ne n (t) = X !2I n jj 0 ! jj t :
and P(t) = lim n!1 1 n log n (t): For a conformal system S, we sometimes set S = 1 = :The niteness parameter, S of the system S is de ned by infft : (t) < 1g = S . In MU], it was shown that the topological pressure function P(t) is non-increasing on 0 1), strictly decreasing, continuous and convex on 1) and P(d) 0. Of course, P(0) = 1 if and only if I is in nite. In MU] (see Theorem 3.15) we have proved the following characterization of the Hausdor dimension of the limit set J, which will bedenoted by dim H (J) = h S . Theorem 1.1. dim H (J) = supfdim H (J F ) : F I is niteg = infft : P(t) 0g. If P(t) = 0 , then t = dim H (J).
We called the system S regular provided that there is some t such that P(t) = 0. It follows from MU] that t is unique. Also, the system is regular if and only if there is a t-conformal measure. A Borel probability measure m is said to be t-conformal provided m(J) = 1 a n d for every Borel set A X and every i 2 I m( i (A)) = Z A j 0 i j t dm and m( i (X) \ j (X)) = 0 for every pair i j 2 I, i 6 = j. A system S = f i g i2I is said to be strongly regular if 0 < P (t) < 1 for some t 0. As an immediate application of Theorem 1.1 we get the following Theorem 1.2. A conformal system S is strongly regular if and only if h > .
In MU] we called a a system S = f i g i2I hereditarily regular or co nitely regular provided every nonempty subsystem S 0 = f i g i2I 0, where I 0 is a co nite subset of I, is regular. A nite system is co nitely regular and for an in nite system, we showed in MU] that whether a system is co nitely regular can bealso determined from the pressure function: Theorem 1.3. An in nite system S is co nitely or hereditarily regular if and only if P( ) = 1 , ( ) = 1 , f t : P(t) < 1g = ( 1) , f t : (t) < 1g = ( 1). Theorem 1.4. Every co nitely regular system is strongly regular.
We also need another characterization of the niteness parameter , Theorem 3.23 Proof. (2) ) (1) . Assume (2). Then for every in nite subsystem S 0 , S 0 = 0, and since, S 0(0) = 1, S 0 is regular. Thus, S is absolutely regular.
(1) ) (2). Suppose = S > 0. Since S is in nite, we may assume that I = N = f1 2 3 : : : g. De ne inductively I n , an increasing sequence of nite subsets of I, as follows. Set I 0 = and suppose that I n has been determined. Let M n = max I n . Since ( (1 ; 2 ;n )) = 1, there exists a nite subset n of M n + 1 1) such that k 0 i k 2 ;n < 2 ;2n;1 for all i 2 n and 2 n X i2 n k 0 i k (1;2 ;n ) 2 n+1 . Then by setting I n+1 = I n n , we nish the recursion for the sequence fI n g n 0 . Set F = Also for every 0 t < there exists k such that t (1 ; 2 ;k ). Thus,
Hence, F = and F ( F ) 2 < 1. Therefore, the subsystem generated by F is not co nitely regular and the system S is not absolutely regular.
For a regular conformal system with P(h) = 0, we know that H h (J) < 1, where H h (J)
denotes the Hausdor h-dimensional measure. It is possible for the measure to be zero. In Lemma 4.11 of MU] we gave a su cient condition for H h (J) > 0: In the next theorem we extend this result, by giving some necessary and su cient conditions for the Hausdor measure to bepositive.
Theorem 2.4. Let S = f i g i2I be regular. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) H h (J) > 0.
(1 0 ) 90 < L < 1 9 1 such that for all i 2 I and for all r > diam i (X) there is some x 2 i (X) such that: m(B(x r)) Lr h : (2) 90 < L < 1 9 1 and there exists a nite set F such that for all i 2 I n F and for all r > diam i (X) there is some x 2 i (X) such that: m(B(x r)) Lr h :
(2 0 ) 90 < L < 1 8 1 there exists a nite set F such that for all i 2 I n F and for all r > diam i (X) there is some x 2 i (X) such that: m(B(x r)) Lr h : (3) Proof. Obviously (3 0 ) ) (3) ) (2) ) (1 0 ) and (3 0 ) ) (2 0 ) ) (2) ) (1 0 ). It is straightforward to show that (1 0 ) ) (2): Lemma 4.11 of MU] shows that (1 0 ) ) (1) : In order to show that (1) implies (3 0 ) suppose that (3 0 ) fails. Then for every L > 1=dist h (X @V) there exists j 2 I such that m(B(x r)) > L r h for some x 2 j (X) and some r > diam( j (X)). Let J 1 bethe image under of all words of I 1 such that each element of I occurs in nitely often. Consider z 2 J 1 , z = (!) 2 I 1 such that ! n+1 = j for some n 1. Then there exists z n 2 j (X) such that z = !j n (z n ). Since r 1=L 1=h dist(X @V), all the geometric consequences of the bounded distortion property listed in Section 2 of MU] are applicable to the ball B(x r). In particular, we get j !j n (z n ) ; !j n (x)j Djj 0 !j n jjr and B ; !j n (x) jj 0 !j n jjr !j n (B(x r)). Therefore, B(z (D + 1 ) jj 0 !j n jjr !j n (B(x r)). (1) ) (3 0 ): The proof is nished.
Similarly, w e have some necessary and su cient conditions for the packing measure to be nite. We denote the h-dimensional packing measure by P h : For its de nition and other informations about packing measures and dimensions the reader may look at the book Ma] by P. Mattila for example.
Theorem 2.5. Let S = f i g i2I be regular. Then the following statements are equivalent (1) P h (J) < 1.
(1 0 )9L > 09 > 09 1 such that for all i 2 I and for all r with diam i (X) < r there is some x 2 i (X) such that m(B(x r)) Lr h :
(2) 9L > 09 > 09 1 and there exists a nite set F such that for all i 2 I n F and for all r with diam i (X) < r there is some x 2 i (X) such that m(B(x r)) Lr h :
(2 0 ) 9L > 09 > 08 1 there exists a nite set F such that for all i 2 I n F and for all r with diam i (X) < r there is some x 2 i (X) such that m(B(x r)) Lr h :
(3) 9L > 09 > 09 1 and there exists a nite set F such that for all i 2 I n F and for all x 2 i (X) and for all r with diam i (X) < r < m(B(x r)) Lr h : (3 0 ) 9L > 09 > 08 1 there exists a nite set F such that for all i 2 I n F and for all x 2 i (X) and for all r with diam i (X) < r < m(B(x r)) Lr h :
Proof. It is straightforward to show that (2) Since the system is regular, there is a Borel subset B of J with m(B) = 1 and such that each point z o f B has a unique code, !, a n d ( n (!)) is in the ball B(x r=2) for in nitely many n's. For such a point z and integer n 1, we have m
But, by the bounded distortion property of the system, !jn (B( ( n (!)) r = 2)) B(z k 0 !jn kK ;1 r=2): So, m(B(z k 0 !jn kr=2K)) (k 0 !jn kr=2K) h (2K) h L: Using Theorem 2.9(1) of MU], we get P h (J) P h (J \ B) (2K) ;h L ;1 . Now, letting L ! 0 we get P h (J) = 1. This contradiction nishes the proof.
We close this section with a stronger form of Lemma 4.15 of MU]. This improved version will bedirectly applied to continued fraction systems in Section 5. For completeness, and to avoid confusion, we h a ve included a proof since part of the hypothesis was unfortunately left out of the statement of Lemma 4.15. Theorem 2.6. Let f i : i 2 Ig be a regular conformal iterated function system. Suppose that there exists a subset 6 = Z X(1) such that for every z 2 Z there exist i(z) 2 I and a set R(z) ( 
Then P h (J) = 1.
Proof. First notice that since ' i(z) is one-to-one, i(z) (F \ J) = i(z) (F) \ J for all z 2 Z and all F B(z sup R(z)). Let J 1 = ( 1 ), where 1 is the set of all sequences containing each nite word in nitely often. Of course, J 1 has full measure. Fix " > 0 and take z 2 Z and r 2 R(z) such that m(B(z r)) "r h . Fix x = (!), ! 2 1 : Then there exists q 1 s u c h that ! q+1 (X)) B(z r=2) and ! q = i(z). Now, x = !j q ( ( q !)) where is the shift transformation on the coding space, I N : So, using (BDP. Since we may require q to beas large as we wish and since r > 0 is bounded from above, the numbers (2K) ;1 jj !j q jjr converge to zero and we nish the proof applying Theorem 2.9(1) of MU].
Recall that the Hausdor dimension of a probability measure m is de ned by dim H (m) = minfdim H (E) : m(E) = 1g: In Theorem 3.24 of MU] we have shown that the Hausdor dimension of the conformal measure of every regular system for which the series P i2I ; log(jj 0 i )jj)jj 0 i jj h converges is equal to the Hausdor dimension of the limit set. In the proof of Corollary 2.25 of MU] we have demonstrated that this class of systems comprises all the strongly regular systems. Here we shall prove a complementary result for the packing dimension of the conformal measure m, dim P (m) = minfdim P (E) : m(E) = 1 g: Theorem 2.7. If S is a regular system andthe series P i2I ; log(jj 0 i )jj)jj 0 i jj h converges , then dim P (m) = dim H (J) = dim H (m).
Proof. We shall rst show that (2:1) lim n!1 log(jj 0 !j n jj) log(jj 0 !j n;1 jj) = 1 for almost every ! 2 I 1 . Indeed, applying Birkho 's ergodic theorem similarly as it has been done in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.24 of MU], we conclude that for almost every ! 2 I 1 thelimit
exists and is independent of !. Since for all ! 2 I 1 and all n 1, K ;h jj 0 !j n jj h m( !j n (J)) j j 0 !j n jj h , formula (2.1) is therefore proved. Denote the set of points satisfying (2.1) by Z. Fix " > 0: Consider ! 2 Z. For n 0 su ciently large, we have log(jj 0 !j n jj) (1+") log(jj 0 !j n;1 jj) for all n n 0 or equivalently jj 0 !j n jj=jj 0 !j n;1 jj jj 0 !j n;1 jj " . For every r > 0, let n bethe least numbersatisfying B( (!) r ) !j n (X). Then m(B( (!) r )) K ;h jj 0 !j n jj h and r Djj 0 !j n;1 jj, where D is given by (BDP. Thus, dim P ( (Z)) h + h" and since m(Z) = 1, we conclude that dim P (m) h. Since dim P (m) dim H (m) the proof is nished.
Finally, we close this section by characterizing the packing dimension of the limit set J of a conformal iterated function system. As recalled in Theorem 1.1, we showed in MU] that the Hausdor dimension of J is given by dim H (J) = infft : P(t) 0g. It turns out the packing dimension is determined by the box counting dimension of the \level one" portion of the orbits of points of J and the Hausdor dimension of J. For x 2 X n2 N, set L n (x) = f ! (x) : ! 2 I n g: We recall that N r (E) is the minimum numberof balls of radius r needed to cover a set E. We also make some notation. If F X and R I we denote the set S !2R ! (F ) b y O(F R). If R = I n , n 1, we write O(F n) f o r simplicity.
In the sequel, we will need the following fact concerning conformal systems. Namely, from (BDP. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 3.1 of MU] that dim P (J) = dim B (J): Fix t > M:Since P(t) < 0, there is some Q such that if q Q then q (t) < 4 ;t and if j!j Q then jj 0 ! jj 1=4: Fix q Q and x 2 J. Choose A such that for all D r > 0, N r (L q (x)) Ar ;t : Now, choose B such that if 1 r D, t h e n N r (J) Br ;t and such t h a t B 4 t A=(1;4 t q (t)).
We will show b y induction that for each n 2 N, if 1=n r D then N r (J) Br ;t : This inequality holds for 1. Suppose it holds for n and 1=(n + 1 ) r < 1=n:
Since jj 0 ! jj 1=4 (1=2)(n=n+ 1 ) we h a ve 1 =n 1=(2(n+ 1 ) jj 0 ! jj): Since 1=(2(n+1)) < diam( ! (J)) Djj 0 ! jj we have 1=(2(n + 1 ) jj 0 ! jj) D:So, by the induction hypothesis, N 1=(n+1) ( ! (J)) B (2(n + 1 ) jj 0 ! jj) t : Next, we claim that N 1=(n+1) ( S !2C n+1 ! (J)) N 1=(2(n+1)) (L q (x)): To see this, let B(y j 1=(2(n + 1))) be a collection of balls of radius 1=(2(n + 1 ) ) covering L q (x): Suppose z 2 ! (J), where ! 2 C n+1 : Then jz ; ! (x)j diam( ! (J)) 1=(2(n + 1)). For some j j ! (x) ; y j j 1=(2(n + 1)). So, the balls B(y j 1=(n + 1)) cover S !2C n+1 ! (J): Our claim follows from this. Since n + 1 2=r, N r (t) A2 t (n + 1 ) t + X j!j=q B2 t (n + 1 ) t jj 0 ! jj t 4 t A + B q (t)] r ;t Br ;t :
This completes the induction argument. It now f o l l o ws that dim B (J) t: From this we have, dim P (J) = M:
Our goal is to show that we can replace the supremum in Lemma 2.8 with a simple maximum. We use two propositions to accomplish this. Proposition 2.9. If S is a c.i.f.s., then for all x y 2 X, and all n 1 dim B (O(x n)) = dim B (O(y n)):
Proof. First notice that it su ces to prove this equality for n = 1 since for every n 1 the collection of maps f ! : ! 2 I n g forms a conformal iterated function system again. With this setting notice that The proof is completed by setting A n+1 = 2 t A n + A 1 n (t). As a corollary of Lemma 2.8 and Propositions 2.9 and 2.10, we h a ve a simple means of obtaining the packing dimension of the limit set.
Theorem 2.11. Let f i : i 2 Ig be a c onformal iterated function system. Then dim P (J) = maxfdim H (J) dim B (L 1 (x)) : x 2 Jg = maxfdim H (J) dim B (L 1 (x 0 ))g where x 0 is any given point in X.
x3. Arithmetic relations.
In this section we collect some basic arithmetic de nitions and relations. We begin with the following notation. If I is a subset of N and 1 p q 1 are two real numbers, then by #I(p q) we denote the numberof elements of the intersection I \ p q]. If p = 1, we frequently use the notation S q (I) for #I(p q). We now provide the reader with several de nitions of objects and properties associated with in nite subsets of N which are intended to measure the "size" of those sets.
We rst de ne the lower density dimension of a set I N. Given t 0 let % t (I) = i n f #I(k l) ( o This common value will be called the lower density dimension of I and will be denoted by %D(I).
Similarly, we de ne %D(I), the upper density dimension of a set I N, as follows. For each t 0 n 2 N, set % t (I) = sup #I(k l) (l ; k) t : k < l k l 2 I = sup #I(k l) (l ; k) t : k < l : Notice that inf ft : % t (I) < 1g = s u p ft : % t (I) > 0:g This common value will be called the upper density dimension of I and will be denoted by %D(I). Clearly %D(I) %D(I), and if these two n umbersare equal, the common value will bedenoted by %D(I).
A subset I N is said to have the strong arithmetic density 0 if for every t > 0, lim n!1 S n (I) n t = 0 :
We s a y t h a t t wo subsets of N are strongly equivalent if their symmetric di erence is nite.
Suppose that I N. A subset A I is said to be a cluster of I if and only if A \ min(A) sup(A)] = A. By the length of A we mean the numbersup(A) ; min(A).
A subset A I is said to be a punctured cluster of I if and only if there is x = 2 A with min(A) < x < sup(A) such that min(A) sup(A)]nfxg = A. Notice such a n x is determined uniquely and by the lower length of A we mean the numberminfx ; min(A) sup(A) ; xg.
The following lemma, whose straightforward proof is left to the reader, provides some elementary properties of the notions introduced above. (f) If I is equivalent with a subset of a geometric sequence, then it has arithmetic density dimension and %D(I) = 0 .
(g) If I is an in nite subset of N with upper density dimension zero, then I has strong density zero. If in turn I has strong density zero, then it is of lower density dimension zero.
Let us relate the density dimensions of I to the niteness parameter of the continued fraction system with index set I. Hence, s=2 (I) and the rst inequality is proven. In order to prove the second inequality x t > %D(I) and then auxilarily %D(I) < s < t. By the de nition of the upper density dimension there exists a constant 0 < M < 1 such that #I(k l) M(l ; k) s for all k < l . Then Hence, t=2 (I) and we are done.
We end this section with some basic results concerning sets of density zero. Theorem 3.5. Let I = fn 1 < n 2 < n 3 < : : : g be an in nite subset of N. The following four statements are equivalent.
(1) I has strong arithmetic density zero. (2) holds. Then from (3.1), it follows that for each t > 0 lim S(n) n t < 1: This in turn implies that that for each t > 0, lim n!1 S(n) n t = 0 : Hence (1) and (2) are equivalent. Now, given n n 1 take k such that n k n < n k+1 . Then k n t k+1 S n (I) n t k + 1 n t k :
Thus (3) and (1) are equivalent. Since condition (2) means that I = 0, the equivalence of (2) and (4) is established by Theorem 2.3 The proof is nished.
One can use the summation by parts formula to obtain another characterization of the niteness parameter of a continued fraction system: Theorem 3.6. Let I N: Then the niteness parameter I of the continued fraction system with index set I satis es:
The following example completes the part (g) of Lemma 3.3.
Example 3.7. Consider I = f2 n + i : n > 0 0 i n ; 1g: Then I has positive upper density dimension equal to one and also has strong density zero.
x4. Hausdor measures and dimensions.
We begin this section with the following general theorem linking arithmetical properties of the set I and geometrical properties of the corresponding limit set. Proof. For every k 1 we have
Thus an immediate application of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 3.2 nishes the proof.
As an immediate consequence of this result we get the following. Proof. Since the Hausdor measure is a conformal measure, the system is regular. By Corollary 4.2, M = sup n #I(1 n) n h < 1. Suppose by way of contradiction that h < 2 . Thus > 0 and there exists 0 < t < such that h < 2t. Then we can write #I 2 n 2 n+1 ) 2 2tn = 1 X n=0 #I 2 n 2 n+1 ) 2 nh 2 (h;2t)n 2 h M 1 ; 2 ;(2t;h) < 1: Hence, 1 (t) is nite which contradicts the de nition of and nishes the proof.
Since by Theorem 4.7 of MU], h < 1 if I 6 = N, as an immediate consequence of this proposition, we get the following Corollary 4.5. If I 6 = N is a base for a continued fraction system and H h (J I ) > 0, then < 1=2. In particular, if I is the set of all prime numbers, then H h (J I ) = 0 :
Proof. Since p n nlogn, it easily follows that if I is the set primes, then I = 1=2, I (1=2) = 1 and the system is strongly regular.
Let us also note the following, in a sense stronger, consequence of Proposition 4.4. Corollary 4.6. Let the in nite set I be the base for a continued fraction system. If H h F (J F ) > 0, for every co nite subsystem F of I, then I has strong density 0.
Proof. Since the Hausdor measure is a conformal measure, the system is regular. Suppose that I does not have strong density 0 . Therefore by Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.5, (I) > 0. Thus, applying Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 3.19 of MU] we see that there is a co nite subsystem F of I such that h F < 2 (F). This contradicts Proposition 4.4 and nishes the proof. Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose H h (J I ) > 0. By Theorem 4.1.7 of MU], the system is regular. If I has a block from k to l, then
If additionally l 2k, then ( k l ) h (l ; k) 1;h 2 ;h (l ; k) 1;h . Since h < 1 and since I has arbitrarily long blocks (l ; k ! 1 ) with the property that l 2k, we complete the proof by invoking Theorem 4.1. Remarks. Notice that combining Theorem 4.10 and Lemma 3.3(e) and (f) gives rise to a method of producing a large class of sets I with H h I (J I ) > 0. We also note that the property of being co nitely regular is invariant under strong equivalency whereas regularity is not.
Lemma 4.11. Let I N k e 2 and l k: The function g k l de ned by t 7 ! (kl) t (l;k) t P l n=k 1 I (n) n 2t is non-increasing. Proof. As h E h I , it follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.11 that sup k 1 k ;h E P Proof. Clearly, ( b) ) (c): Suppose (c) holds for some given k 0 n 0 . Since the quantities in the rst in mum in (b) are uniformly bounded away f r o m 0 i f l ; k n 0 we need consider only the quantities where k k 0 and l > k + n 0 . If the in mum of these quantities is 0, then there is some xed k k 0 and an in nite sequence of l's such that the quantities converge to 0. But, the limit of this sequence of quantities is k h ( 1 (h) ; P k n=1 1 I (n) n 2h ) which is positive. Thus, (c) ) (b):
Now, suppose that condition (a) is satis ed. We will show that the rst inequality in (c) holds with k 0 = 6 and n 0 large enough (we will indicate that n 0 49 su ces). Consider k + 4 9 < l , k > 6 and such that A( 2kl k+l ) \ I 6 = . Let i 2 I bethe point closest to 2kl=(k+l). Then k < i < l and there exists x 2 ( 1 It also follows from the conditions on k and l that the following inequalities hold 1=k ; 1=l < 4(1=k ; 1=i) and 1=k ; 1=l < 4(1=i + 1 ; 1=l). From this we get 1=k ; 1=l < 4r: Since condition (2 0 ) of Theorem 2.5 with = 1 holds, we nd there is a positive n umberL such that ( Since lim k!1 k 1;h = 1, our in mum is also positive i n this case. Finally, suppose that condition (b) is satis ed. We will show condition (2) of Theorem 2.5 holds. Let M > 0 be the rst in mum appearing in (b We shall now prove the following.
Lemma 5.5. If N n I contains punctured clusters of arbitrarily large lower lengths, then P h (J I ) = 1.
Proof. By assumption, I contains an in nite sequence of triples (a n b) and a < n < b, Remark. There are subsets I with bounded gaps and which do not contain an in nite arithmetic progression.
We shall now formulate a su cient condition for the rst in mum in Theorem 5.1(c) to be positive.
Proposition 5.10. Let I = fa n : n 1g be a subsequence of positive integers such that if a n ; 1 = 2 I, then I \ a n 1) a n 2a n ]. Then with h = 1 the rst in mum in Proof. First notice that for every l 1, I l = 1=2p and I l is a regular subset of N.
According to Theorem 1.5, lim l!1 dim H (J l ) = l = 1 =2p and since 1=2p < 1=(p+1), there exists q 1 so large that dim H (J l ) < dim B (J l ) for all l q. The last two equality signs in Theorem 6.2 are consequences of Theorem 3.1 in MU] and Theorem 2.11.
Remark. Notice that in contrast to the case p 2, for p = 1 and every system strongly equivalent with I 1 , we have dim H (J l ) = dim B (J l ) = dim P (J l ): This follows from Corollary 5.9 and Theorem 3.1 in MU]. Theorem 6.3. If S = f i : i 2 Ig is a conformal iterated function system and the index set I is in nite, then for every 0 < t < there exists a set I t I such that dim H (J I t ) = t.
Proof. Without loosing generality we may assume that I = N. First we shall show that for every set E N such that N n E is in nite and for every " > 0 there exists k 2 N n E such that dim H (J E fkg ) dim H (J E ) + ". Indeed, let h = dim H (J E ). By Theorem 1.2, P E (h+ ") < 0 a n d b y the de nition of pressure there exists 0 < a < 1 and j 0 1 such t h a t E j (h + ") < a j if j > j 0 . But, for every k 2 N n E we have ) n :
Since jj 0 k jj is su ciently small for k su ciently large, we have E fkg n (h + ") < 1 for all n large enough. This implies P E fkg (h + ") < 0 and consequently dim H (J E fkg ) h + ". The claim is proved. Passing to the actual proof, x 0 < t < N : We shall build the set I t by constructing inductively an increasing sequence I n of nite subsets of I satisfying dim H (J I n ) < t for all n 1. We then will show that setting I t = S n 1 I n we have dim H (J I t ) = t. Indeed, let I 1 = f1g and suppose that I n is constructed and dim H (J I n ) < t . By the claim proved above there exists k > maxfI n g such that dim H (J I n fkg ) < t . Let k n+1 besuch minimal k and let I n+1 = I n f k n+1 g. The inductive construction is nished. Let I t = S n 1 I n . This set is in nite. By Theorem 1.2 dim H (J I t ) t. If the set N n I t were nite, then because of Theorem 1.3 dim H (J I t ) I N t, and we would have a contradiction. Thus, N n I t is in nite. If dim H (J I t ) = t we are done. Otherwise, due to our claim we can nd an element q 2 N n I t such that k n+1 > q > k n and dim H (J I n fqg ) < t . But then dim H (J I n fqg ) dim H (J I t fqg ) < t which contradicts the choice of k n+1 and nishes the proof of our theorem.
In general Theorem 6.3 fails to be true for t > . Indeed, below we provide an example.
Example 6.4. Consider a system of similarity maps on the interval 0,1] given by two generators and with contraction coe cients 1=4 and the maps n with with contraction coe cients c n , where c is so small that the sets ( 0 1]), ( 0 1]), and n ( 0 1]), n 1 are mutually disjoint. Then dim H (J f g ) = 1=2 but the Hausdor dimension of any subsystem missing either or is bounded from above by the solution to the equation (1=4) t + c t =(1 ; c t ) = 0 . But t = t(c), the solution to this equation converges to 0 if c ! 0. Therefore if c is taken so small that t = t(c) < 1=4, we have a gap of Hausdor dimension between t(c) and 1=4.
Example 6.5. We give an example of an irregular continued fraction system. First notice that if I N is an index set, we m a y obtain upper bounds on the the functions n (t) b y a similar method to that given in Example 6.1 for obtaining lower bounds. Thus, using the Bounded Distortion Property with K = 4 and using the facts that b < b + q n;1 =q n < b + 1 and b + 1 2b, we have In particular, if p > 1=2 and we set I = f n(log n) p ] : n n 0 g then P b2I 1 b < 1 provided n 0 is large enough and P b2I 1 b s = 1 if s < 1: Thus, P I (1=2) < 0 and P I (t) = 1 if t < 1=2. So, this system is irregular.
